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As of 23 July 2022, more than
70 countries* had reported
outbreaks of monkeypox, a viral
zoonotic disease, with more
than 16 800 people infected.

View current map

The World Health Organization (WHO) convened an Emergency Committee of the International Health Regulations
(2005) (IHR) in late June to address the rapid rise in the spread of monkeypox. On 23 July 2022, with cases continuing
to rise sharply, the Director-General of the WHO determined that the multi-country outbreak of monkeypox constitutes
a Public Health Emergency of International Concern. It is important to be aware of what the monkeypox outbreaks
mean for public health, and what must be done to prevent infections and care for those who are ill.
*Consult a tracker like the above from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) for the latest figures, as the situation may change rapidly.

Below are a set of tools to help you report on the monkeypox outbreaks:
Epidemics now and epidemics then: make apt comparisons to tell
the stories that need to be told.
Stories on monkeypox not only need to investigate what’s
new about the current outbreaks but also draw parallels with
some not-so-new issues, to push the agenda for better
outbreak preparedness.

What are the new stories to tell about the
current outbreaks of monkeypox?
People are contracting the infection in countries where
the monkeypox virus has never before been reported.
Nearly 85% of the confirmed cases of monkeypox in midJuly 2022 are from the European region, followed by the
American, African, Eastern Mediterranean and Western
Pacific regions.
Most of those infected are in Europe and report no history
of travel to countries where monkeypox has historically
been documented. It is probable that the virus might have
been spreading for some time in these countries.

The newer cases of monkeypox, unlike the typical
appearance of the disease, have only a few lesions, or
none at all. The lesions may be confined to the genital
region or show up even before the usual symptoms like
fever or body-ache.
Although most cases are mild, children under 12 years
old, immunocompromised people and pregnant women
face a higher risk of more serious infection.
There is the likely possibility of spillback events where
infected humans can pass on the virus to animals that
they handle, leading to the establishment of first-time
animal reservoirs of the virus in their regions. See this
Glossary for Infectious Diseases if you want to read
more about reservoirs.
On June 17th 2022 the WHO declared it was removing
the distinction between endemic and non-endemic
countries, to emphasize that a unified response to the
outbreaks is the need of the hour.
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Most of those infected outside Africa are men who have sex with
men, who appear to have acquired the infection through
unprotected sex.
Nearly everyone infected is young and therefore vulnerable
because they have never been immunized with the smallpox
vaccine, which also protects from primary infection with the
monkeypox virus. Childhood immunization against smallpox was
phased out globally after the WHO declared the disease eradicated
in 1980. There is now the risk of infections spreading in a sustained
manner across populations because of their low immunity to pox
viruses.

Which not-so-new stories about
the outbreaks also need to be told?
As is the case with many other diseases that continue to go by the
outdated label of ‘tropical diseases’, the outbreaks have not drawn
sufficient attention to the unheard voices of scientists and clinicians
from Africa who have, over the years, diligently documented
monkeypox outbreaks in their countries and tried to repeatedly
sound the alert. For example, in 2017, Nigerian researchers
suggested that monkeypox patients with genital ulcers might have
been infected through sex. The term tropical disease is best
avoided, because global warming is extending their domain beyond
the tropics.
Stigmatizing, judgemental terms are being used to describe those
with monkeypox, because of the disproportionately high number of
apparently sexually transmitted cases. It is important to know that
there is a difference between a sexually transmitted infection and an
infection through close contact. The monkeypox virus is known to
spread through close contact with infectious tissue or fluids from the
skin lesions of an infected person and through respiratory droplets,
as well as through fomites (contaminated surfaces or materials).
monkeypox can spread through intimate physical contact, with or
without sex, and cannot be referred to as an ‘STI,’ although
fragments of the monkeypox virus have been detected in semen in
a handful of patients in Italy, raising questions over whether sexual
transmission of the disease is a possibility. Research is underway to
clarify if semen and vaginal fluids can transmit the virus. There is
some evidence to suggest that the virus might spread through
saliva, for instance by sharing drinking glasses.

Most of those infected in the current outbreaks are
men who have sex with men. In places where laws,
policies and practices criminalize and stigmatize
consensual sex between those of the same sex,
people may face difficulties in seeking and getting
health care.
Similar to other instances where diseases or germs
often earned the name of the animal or place
where they were first discovered, such as ‘Wuhan
virus’ for SARS CoV-2, monkeypox got its name in
1958, following its discovery among a batch of
monkeys imported for research. The natural
reservoir for the virus, however, is thought to be
small mammals, probably rats, and other rodents.
The first case in humans was reported in a 9month-old child from the Democratic Republic of
Congo in 1970. Since then, monkeypox has been
reported in people in several other central and
western African countries. Prior to the 2022
outbreak, nearly all monkeypox cases in people
outside of Africa were linked to international travel
to countries where the disease commonly occurs,
or through imported animals.
The stereotyping of certain races, communities, or
countries as disease-ridden and dangerous has
had adverse and far-reaching consequences for
global public health. Such reporting distorts the true
picture of the risks faced by communities
everywhere. Stereotyping also fuels complacency
in some countries that monkeypox is someone
else’s problem. Policymakers may quote such
stories to limit the flow of much-needed material
and technical support for health systems
everywhere to recognize and respond sensibly to
emerging infectious diseases.
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Stories need to highlight the need for investments in zoonotic disease surveillance.
Health agencies are closely monitoring the rapid spread of the virus, both in Africa, where the virus
occurred sporadically before the current outbreak and in new territories. Deaths reported might have
been averted with better community awareness about preventive measures, and facilities for
surveillance, timely detection and care. The media needs to draw attention to the risk of spillover events
and community spread of monkeypox, no matter in which part of the world they occur and highlight the
growing need to invest in surveillance and prevention of zoonotic diseases.

Widen your canvas of themes to explore while reporting on monkeypox
Stories on monkeypox need not all sound alike. The story map below presents a sample of questions about the
monkeypox outbreaks that journalists could investigate and, in the process, build stories that are varied and rich
in detail. Try creating a question map to develop your special story on monkeypox.
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Understand and interpret scientific terms for audiences
When
scientists say:

It means:

"...a case of
illness"

A clinical condition (illness) that a person has. The words patient or
a person with monkeypox are used when describing individuals with
the infection. The usage of ‘case’ to refer to a person is
dehumanizing and must be avoided.

"...a suspected
case"

An unexplained acute rash in a person of any age and any of the
following signs or symptoms since 15 March 2022: headache,
sudden fever, body ache, back pain, weakness and swollen lymph
nodes, when other common causes of sudden rash like measles or
chicken pox don’t fit the picture.

"...a probable
case"

A suspected case who has had face-to-face exposure or physical
contact with skin or skin lesions, including sexual contact; or contact
with contaminated materials such as clothing, bedding or utensils to
a probable or confirmed case of monkeypox in the 21 days before
symptom appeared; or who travelled to a country that has active
cases of monkeypox, or who had multiple or anonymous sexual
partners in the 21 days before symptoms appeared or who has not
been immunized against smallpox and tests positive for
orthopoxvirus or is hospitalized due to the illness.

"...a confirmed
case"

Either a suspected or probable case together with a positive test for
the monkeypox virus either by real-time polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) and/or genomic sequencing.
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Alert decision-makers and general audiences by tracking the trends in infection
Stay updated on the numbers of new infections in
various countries by following the WHO monkeypox
updates here:
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseaseoutbreak-news/item/2022-DON396
Or use other open-access database and
visualizations to track the occurrence of cases in
different countries, such as:
https://www.monkeypox.global.health/
https://ourworldindata.org/monkeypox
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Speak with public health authorities in your country
to follow surveillance activities and outbreak alerts.

Dr Rosamund Lewis
Technical Lead for Monkeypox at WHO

Give audiences news they can use
As the number of reported cases of monkeypox rises,
people will want to know what they can do to stay
safe and reduce their risk of exposure.

Here is a set of simple prevention
messages from the WHO on preventing
human-to-human transmission:
• Avoid close contact with people who have suspected or
confirmed monkeypox
• When caring for a person with monkeypox, encourage the person
to cover any lesions with a light bandage or clothing if possible
• Wear a medical mask and ask the patient to wear one also
• Avoid skin-to-skin contact and use disposable gloves
• Clean hands regularly with soap and water or alcohol-based
hand rub, especially after contact with the patient or contaminated
materials such as bedding, clothing or eating utensils
• Wash clothes, towels, bedsheets and eating utensils with warm
water and detergent
• Wear a mask when handling any clothes or bedding
• Clean and disinfect any contaminated surfaces and dispose of
contaminated waste

Stories on monkeypox prevention can
address audiences at many levels:
At the individual level: Prior to the current outbreak,
during which most of the infections are spreading
through intimate physical contact among human beings,
most people got infected directly from animals that were
sick or dead because of monkeypox. Audiences need to
know that they can prevent spill-over from animals and
avoid getting infected by not eating or handling meat,
blood and body organs or rodents. If there is an
outbreak going on, and vegetarian food options are
limited, it is advisable to thoroughly cook the meat
before eating.
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The WHO’s Q and A on monkeypox
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